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Advances in Group Processes
Advances in Group Processes, Volume 37
Editors
Edward J. Lawler
Cornell University, USA
Shane R. Thye
University of South Carolina, USA

Synopsis
Advances in Group Processes publishes theoretical analyses, reviews, and theory based empirical chapters on group phenomena.
The series adopts a broad conception of 'group processes.' This includes work on groups ranging from the very small to the very
large, and on classic and contemporary topics such as status, power, trust, justice, social influence, identity, decision-making,
intergroup relations and social networks. Previous contributors have included scholars from diverse fields including sociology,
psychology, political science, economics, business, philosophy, computer science, mathematics and organizational behavior.
Volume 37 brings together papers related to a variety of topics in small groups and organizational research. The volume includes
papers that address theoretical and empirical issues related to consumer social privilege, group processes and disrupted
environments, the use of time as a construct and the affective bases of self. Other contributions examine solving problems of
cooperation, the effects of identity non-verification, and a series of papers addressing Stryker’s identity theory. Overall, the volume
includes papers that reflect a wide range of theoretical approaches from leading scholars who work in the general area of group
processes.
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Advances in Hospitality and
Leisure
Advances in Hospitality and Leisure, Volume 16
Editor
Joseph S. Chen
Indiana University, USA

Synopsis
Advances in Hospitality and Leisure (AHL), a peer-reviewed research journal, has been published annually since 2004. AHL is indexed
in Scopus and included in the Australian Business Deans Council (ABDC) journal quality list. Its editors, editorial board members, adhoc reviewers entail scholars from North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific. AHL with international in focus attempts to divulge the
innovative methods of inquiry so as to inspire new research topics that are vital and have been in large neglected in the context of
hospitality, tourism, and leisure. It strives to address the needs of the populace willing to disseminate seminal ideas, concepts, and
theories derived from scholarly inquiries. AHL covers full papers and research notes in the matter of conceptual models and
empirical investigations using inductive and deductive methods.
The authors of this publication come from America, Europe, Africa, Middle East, Asia, and Pacific. Potential readers may retrieve
useful articles to outline new research agendas, suggest viable topics for a dissertation work, and augment the knowledge of the
new subjects of learning.
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The Capitalist
Commodification of Animals
Research in Political Economy, Volume 35
Editors
Brett Clark
University of Utah, USA
Tamar Diana Wilson
Independent Scholar, Mexico

Synopsis
While animal suffering and abuse have taken place throughout history, the alienation of humanity from nature caused by the
development of capitalism - by the logic of capital and its system of generalized commodity production - accelerated and increased
the depredations in scope and scale.
The capitalist commodification of animals is extensive. It includes, but is not limited to:
livestock production in concentrated animal feeding operations
leather and fur production
the ivory trade in which tusks are used for 'traditional medicines; or carved into decorative objects
entertainment such as in zoos, marine parks, and circuses
laboratory experimentation to test medicines, beauty products, pesticides, and other chemicals
the pursuit of trophy hunting, sometimes on canned farms and sometimes in the wild
bioengineering of livestock and of animals used in laboratories
The contributors to this special issue of Research in Political Economy provide insightful analyses that address the historical
transformations in the material conditions and ideological conceptions of nonhuman animals, alienated speciesism, the larger
ecological crisis that is undermining the conditions of life for all species, and the capitalist commodification of animals that results in
widespread suffering, death, and profits. This book is a must-read not only for political economists, but also for researchers
interested in animal studies, environmentalism, and sustainability.

ISSN: 0161-7230
Hardback ISBN: 9781839826818
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Challenging the Teaching
Excellence Framework:
Diversity Deficits in Higher
Education Evaluations
Great Debates in Higher Education
Editors
Amanda French
Birmingham City University, UK
Kate Carruthers Thomas
Birmingham City University, UK

Synopsis
The Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF)’s aims, implementation and effect on the English higher education sector remains a
controversial and often contested subject. This text offers a stimulating and wide-ranging interdisciplinary discussion of the
implications of the TEF on the UK’s fast-moving policy environment, and increasingly neoliberal higher education sector.
Questioning the basic premise of the TEF, the authors tease out how students and staff are affected in different and often unfair
ways by its implementation. Whilst acknowledging that the TEF has focused management attention on ways in which a diverse
student population is, or is not, supported in their learning, this book highlights how it remains problematically silent on other kinds
of diversity in the system such as specialised courses, diverse teaching styles, and varying institution sizes.
Offering readers ways of rethinking and resisting ‘teaching excellence’, this book provides a timely examination of how, in various
ways, the TEF, seen as an exclusionary quality assurance system, is likely to reinforce extant structural inequalities and competitive
hierarchies in the sector.

Paperback ISBN: 9781787695368
Paperback price: £40.00, €46.00, $56.00
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Climate-Induced Disasters in
the Asia-Pacific Region:
Response, Recovery,
Adaptation
Community, Environment and Disaster Risk
Management, Volume 22
Editors
Andreas Neef
The University of Auckland, New Zealand
Natasha Pauli
The University of Western Australia, Australia

Synopsis
Climate-induced disasters constitute a major risk to peace and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region. Drawing on case studies from
Cambodia, Fiji, Solomon Islands and Samoa, the contributions in this volume examine local response, recovery and adaptation
strategies, incorporating the perspectives and knowledge of affected individuals and communities. Asia-Pacific is the world's most
disaster-prone region, accounting for about half of the climate-related displacements of 19 million people globally in 2017. Climaterelated, fast-onset hazards, such as floods, cyclones and typhoons, have claimed many lives, displaced a high number of people and
caused widespread damage over the past twenty years. The cost of short-term response to and medium- to long-term recovery
from climate-induced disasters falls disproportionately on the poorest and most marginalised communities within Asia-Pacific
countries. This book presents richly-detailed qualitative research from diverse contexts across the Asia-Pacific region, and adds to
scholarship on the trajectory of community resilience and adaptation to climate-related hazards.

ISSN: 2040-7262
Hardback ISBN: 9781839099878
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ePDF price: £75.00, €90.00, $105.00
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Corporate Fraud Exposed: A
Comprehensive and Holistic
Approach
Editors
H. Kent Baker
Kogod School of Business, American University, USA
Lynnette Purda
Queen's University, Canada
Samir Saadi
University of Ottawa, Canada

Synopsis
After each major corporate scandal, new suggestions for combatting fraud emerge from regulators and industry professionals.
Despite changes to guidelines for firms’ corporate governance, augmented protection for whistle blowers, and enhanced
cybersecurity measures, evidence documents an alarming increase in the prevalence and severity of corporate fraud. The rapidly
changing laws aimed at curbing corporate fraud sometimes lag behind the changing sophistication of fraud schemes.

Corporate Fraud Exposed discusses the motivations and drivers of fraud including agency theory, executive compensation, and
organizational culture. It examines fraud’s consequences for various firm stakeholders and its spillover effects to other corporations,
the political environment, and financial market participants, including those who participate via crowdfunding platforms.
This book provides a fresh look at this intriguing but often complex subject. It skillfully blends the contributions of a global array of
scholars and practitioners into a single review of some of the most important topics in this area. Given its broad scope, this practical
and comprehensive title should be of interest to anyone curious about corporate fraud.

Hardback ISBN: 9781789734188
Hardback price: £135.00, €160.00, $190.00
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‘Counting Black and White
Beans’: Critical Race Theory in
Accounting
Author
Anton Lewis
Valparaiso University, USA

Synopsis
Across the US and the UK, few senior accountants exist in proportion to their white peers, and only a handful ever reach the level of
partner in large accounting firms. This problem has been left largely unexamined on both sides of the Atlantic and is overwhelmingly
disregarded due to an inherent assumption of racial neutrality within the field of accountancy. This book unpacks the lived working
experience of black accountants in the US and UK to highlight the existence of institutionalized racism.
Using the perspective of Critical Race Theory (CRT), Anton Lewis demonstrates how the black accountant is in fact an outsider, with
limited options for professional progress. He offers a qualitative, narrative-focused approach, exploring detailed testimonies of Black
British and African American accountants within a CRT theoretical framework, to highlight how the field of accounting has
participated in a historic system of racial and professional inequities. This book invites the reader to critically examine how black
people enter and progress in the field and comprehend the processes by which black accountants understand the impact race has
on their professional identities. Looking at the way forward, the author also serves up practical guidelines for black accountants on
how to network, and how best to strategize for success across their careers from entry level positions, to senior professionals
seeking partnership.

Hardback ISBN: 9781789734065
Hardback price: £70.00, €85.00, $100.00
ePDF ISBN: 9781789734058
ePDF price: £70.00, €85.00, $100.00
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ePub price: £70.00, €85.00, $100.00
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Disability and Other Human
Questions
SocietyNow
Author
Dan Goodley
University of Sheffield, UK

Synopsis
Dan Goodley draws on two decades of research and writing and weaves personal stories, scholarly literature, social media and other
cultural narratives together with concepts from the interdisciplinary field of disability studies. His argument is simple: disability invites
great insight into the wider project of understanding the human condition. The study of disability is of great importance in its own
right (which it is) but because disability has much to offer us when we contemplate what it means to be human in the 21st Century.
Chapters address questions such as 'who's allowed to be human?'; 'are human beings dependent?'; and 'what does it mean to be
human in the digital age?' and respond to these questions in ways that get us thinking about how we might productively engage
with, listen to and understand one another.

Paperback ISBN: 9781839827075
Paperback price: £16.99, €19.99, $23.99
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Econaissance: The Reimagined
School and the Culture of
Entrepreneurialism
Emerald Points
Author
Piero Formica
Maynooth University, Ireland

Synopsis
The intertwining of Economics, Knowledge and Renaissance, introduced by Piero Formica in this book as ‘Econaissance’, fosters the
culture of entrepreneurialism, and imagines the reawakening of learning and culture. Acknowledging that schools of thought
inherited from the past must be reimagined to give birth to this new age, this book maps out how stakeholders across society can
become agents of this unique pathway to economic development.
Formica offers readers an innovative perspective, asking not just how me might do better what we already do, but also how we can
engage in activities beyond the economic sphere, and help to usher in the dawn of a new renaissance age that acts on the
principles of human knowledge as well as the economy. In doing so, Econaissance highlights the figure of the ‘Ideator’, the
polymath of the twenty-first century, set to become the ultimate athlete of social progress fuelled by sustainable and
environmentally friendly economic development. This book will equip educators, scientists, innovators, entrepreneurs, and more to
play a part in this imagined future.

Paperback ISBN: 9781800435179
Paperback price: £40.00, €46.00, $56.00
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The Emerald Handbook of
Crime, Justice and Sustainable
Development
Editors
Jarrett Blaustein
Monash University, Australia
Kate Fitz-Gibbon
Monash University, Australia
Nathan W. Pino
Texas State University, USA
Rob White
University of Tasmania, Australia

Synopsis
The Emerald Handbook of Crime, Justice and Sustainable Development brings together a diverse and international collection of
essays to critically examine issues relating to crime and justice in the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
The United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development provides an important global framework for advancing human rights,
social justice and environmental sustainability. A number of the Agenda's Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) address issues
relating to crime, justice and security, and implicit in the 2030 Agenda is the assumption that members of the international
community 'including traditional development actors and the myriad international, non-governmental, private, state and local
organizations and actors that collectively contribute to the global governance of crime' must work together to enhance the
capacities of both developing and developed countries to achieve this vision.

Against this backdrop, this volume analyses and interrogates the SDGs from different theoretical and ideological
standpoints originating from within and beyond criminology, illustrating the complex and politically contentious
nature of these issues and providing insight into the different possibilities that exist for realising the SDGs and
mitigating the risk that initiatives meant to realise the SDGs, may in fact contribute to harmful and counterproductive
policies and practices.
This book will be essential reading for scholars and students within criminology, criminal justice, socio-legal studies,
international relations and development studies.

Advanced Information
Sociology

The Emerald Handbook of
Digital Media in Greece:
Journalism and Political
Communication in Times of
Crisis
Editors
Anastasia Veneti
Bournemouth University, UK
Athina Karatzogianni
University of Leicester, UK

Synopsis
The Emerald Handbook of Digital Media in Greece: Journalism and Political Communication in Times of Crisis addresses the impact
of new technologies and the socio-economic crisis on journalism and presents the empirical applications of digital media in political
communication and in a number of social settings including the environment, homelessness, migration and social movements.
From 2008 Greek political communication and journalism were hit by two major forces. Firstly, the financial crisis, which progressed
to an economic, then a political, and eventually a social and cultural crisis in Greece. Secondly, the disruptive transformation and
acceleration of everyday networked technologies, which impacted news media in Greece throughout the same period. This book
offers a comprehensive overview of the changing environment in Greece since the beginning of the global (and consequently local)
financial crisis of 2008, and a contemporary discussion around the developments brought forward by digital media and
communication technologies, specifically addressing political communication and journalism.

Hardback ISBN: 9781839824012
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Emerging Market Finance: New
Challenges and Opportunities
International Finance Review, Volume 21
Editors
Bang Nam Jeon
Drexel University, USA
Ji Wu
Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, China

Synopsis
Emerging economies have faced new challenges and opportunities in banking and finance in the post-crisis era under increasing
uncertainty. This edited volume of International Finance Review contains original papers that examine rising challenges facing
emerging financial markets and institutions. It covers issues such as global banking, risk and contagion, stock market behaviour,
global financing for firms, and financial inclusion in the major emerging economies.
Particular emphasis on banking is given to the impact of foreign banks on lending by domestic banks, bank loan pricing behaviour
with corporate default risk, determinants of nonperforming loans and their macrofinancial implications, foreign bank activities of
emerging market entry, international financial shock transmission through the foreign bank lending channel via internal capital
markets, and spillover effects of global monetary shocks from an advanced to an emerging economy. Additional emphasis on stock
market behaviour and financing is given to emerging stock markets under policy uncertainty from advanced economies, extended
multifactor models for emerging stock markets, asymmetric volatility and herd behaviour in geopolitical crises, trade financing as an
important cause of the recent trade collapse, determinants of capital structure, and social and financial inclusion in the major
emerging markets. This volume also provides significant insight and important policy implications for market participants,
researchers, and policy makers in emerging market finance.
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Emotions and Service in the
Digital Age
Research on Emotion in Organizations, Volume 16
Editors
Charmine E. J. Härtel
University of Queensland, Australia
Wilfred J. Zerbe
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Canada
Neal M. Ashkanasy
University of Queensland, Australia

Synopsis
This volume of Research on Emotions in Organizations adds to the ongoing research stream on emotions in the workplace,
focusing on service and the digital economy.
Advances in digital technology have ushered us into what is referred to as industry 4.0 or the digital age. With it come opportunities
to improve the methodologies we use to research and analyse emotions, to help people manage their emotions, as well as develop
their socio-emotional skills.
Industry 4.0 also poses challenges, such as assisting leaders and employees to acquire a digital mind set and maintaining positive
human connections and relationships in the workplace. Emotional management skills and a service orientation have become an
even higher priority. The chapters in this book offer a variety of research evidence and perspectives which explore how emotions will
continue to be of central importance in the digital workplace.
Emotions and Service in the Digital Age is divided into three parts:
1. The Digital Age
2. Adapting to the Digital Age
3. Emotions and Care in the Digital Age

ISSN: 1746-9791
Hardback ISBN: 9781839092602
Hardback price: £80.00, €95.00, $115.00
ePDF ISBN: 9781839092596
ePDF price: £80.00, €95.00, $115.00
ePub ISBN: 9781839092619
ePub price: £80.00, €95.00, $115.00
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Entrepreneurial Behaviour:
Unveiling the Cognitive and
Emotional Aspects of
Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurial Behaviour
Editors
Andrea Caputo
University of Lincoln, UK
Massimiliano M. Pellegrini
University of Rome Tor Vergata, Italy

Synopsis
Entrepreneurial Behaviour: Unveiling the Cognitive and Emotional Aspects of Entrepreneurship provides a range of scholarly
explorations of how decisions permeate the success of entrepreneurial ventures throughout their life cycle. This bridges the gaps in
current research on entrepreneurship and innovative behaviours with decision making and negotiation. The success, longevity, and
survival of SMEs are deeply linked to the effectiveness of individual decision-making processes, and established firms need to
develop an entrepreneurial decision-making processes to maintain competitive advantages in a continuously changing and
increasingly turbulent environment.
The book leads off with the core themes of the series and incorporates new perspectives around entrepreneurial emotions, passion
and trust. Previous research has not studied in sufficient detail the negotiation processes in entrepreneurship. This edited work
explores these negotiation processes in depth, while also providing a discussion forum for scholars interested in researching and
understanding how decisions permeate the life of entrepreneurial ventures during their life cycle.

Hardback ISBN: 9781789735086
Hardback price: £75.00, €90.00, $105.00
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ePDF price: £75.00, €90.00, $105.00
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Environmentalism and NGO
Accountability
Advances in Environmental Accounting &
Management, Volume 9
Editors
Kemi C. Yekini
SOAS University of London, UK
Liafisu Sina Yekini
University of Derby, UK
Paschal Ohalehi
De Montfort University, UK

Synopsis
It is increasingly being recognised across society that the preservation of our natural environment should shape political, economic
and social policies. This book delves into the partnership of non-governmental organisations (NGOs), Environmental NGOs (ENGOs),
their communities, and their governmental counterparts in responding to this need.
Providing extended research on environmentalism and the NGOs’ roles in promoting environmental accountability, the chapters
present a comprehensive overview of the interaction between the two themes both regionally and internationally. Topics include the
accountability of Environmental NGOs (ENGOs), impact of NGOs on environmental sustainability, NGOs and sustainable
development goals, NGOs and social reporting quality, and the role of NGOs in urban and rural environmental governance. The
authors present these insights within the context of developing economies, continental and global perspectives, as well as the
transformational angle. This book provides readers with a truly comprehensive snapshot of the environmental accountability of
NGOs.
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Europe's Malaise: The Long
View
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Authors
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Bates College, USA
Frédéric Merand
Universite de Montreal, Canada

Synopsis
Europe is struggling. Its challenges include weak economic growth, populism, geopolitical tensions, Brexit, the EU's legitimacy crisis,
and much more. Some of the dynamics at work may encourage further integration, but others are undermining it.
This volume of Research in Political Sociology seeks to adopt a 'longer' view to make sense of Europe's current 'malaise'. Written just
before the COVID-19 pandemic, it asks vital and long-term questions about the EU. Are the current challenges unprecedented or do
they have roots or connections to past events and developments? Is there a 'big' picture which we should keep in mind? Are there
bright spots, and what do they suggest about Europe's present and future?
To engage in such questions, leading scholars draw from historical and comparative sociology, as well as comparative politics. They
offer analyses that see the EU as an instance of state formation. They grapple with the question of identity and institutions, exploring
in that context the extent and limit of citizens’ support for more Europeanization. Taken together, they put forward exciting, farreaching, and illuminating perspectives of enduring relevance as Europe moves toward an uncertain future.
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Exploring Self toward
expanding Teaching, Teacher
Education and Practitioner
Research
Advances in Research on Teaching, Volume 34
Editors
Oren Ergas
Beit Berl College, Israel
Jason K Ritter
Duquesne University, USA

Synopsis
Against the backdrop of a pull toward external standards and accountability, this collection of chapters re-grounds us in the
importance of bringing the 'self' to the foreground of the discourse of teaching, teacher education and practitioner research.
Showcasing the work of an international group of scholars whose research and teaching in higher education institutions focuses on
working with teachers at the intersection of their professional and personal identities, this book explores diverse practices, such as
self-study and mindfulness, that examine, evoke and invoke the self. The authors articulate a range of important questions: What do
we mean when we speak of 'self' in the domain of teaching, and its research and practice? Why is it important for teachers to
explore themselves in an age of high-stakes testing and performativity?
Developing explorations of 'self' hat stem from a variety of epistemologies spanning Western and East-Asian philosophical schools of
thought, this book delves into a rich journey toward the deep, ancient and ever-present question of who we are, opening up various
theoretical and practical methods for advancing the endeavors of teaching and teaching research.
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Editors
Enakshi Sengupta
The American University of Kurdistan, Iraq
Patrick Blessinger
Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA

Synopsis
Events in recent years, including instances in which academics have been jailed for protesting against corrupt political regimes, have
demonstrated that the concept of academic freedom is under threat. Presenting case studies which reveal real-life examples of
enforced silence, this book examines the concept of academic freedom in the context of globalization and outlines the challenges
posed to the development of higher education.
Offering a balanced view, which also showcases positive improvements in transparency and accountability, the authors examine the
role of racial and gender biases, paired against rights and responsibilities, to highlight the drivers of restrictions on academic
freedom. Including case studies from Turkey, Iraq, Pakistan and Hungary, along with examples of interventions and programmes
intended to uphold freedom values, this volume provides a comprehensive overview of the challenges and potential solutions to
securing and practicing academic freedom.
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Film
Arts for Health
Author
Steven Schlozman
Harvard Medical School, USA

Synopsis
Our world is inundated by film. Our best stories are told on movie screens, on televisions, on smartphones and laptops. Film argues
that on-screen storytelling is the most ubiquitous format for art to intersect with health and well-being, offering a way for us to
appreciate, understand and even celebrate the most nuanced and complex notions of what it means to be healthy through the
stories that we watch unfolding. Clinicians use film to better understand their patients, and individuals use film to better understand
themselves and each other.
Using case histories and based on academic research from a range of disciplines, this book explores how film can be used by
clinicians and healthcare practitioners to better understand patients; by individuals to better understand themselves and others; and
– perhaps most important of all – by societies as a tool in the fight against the stigma of illness. This book not only makes the case
that film keeps us healthy, but also tells us how. After all, nothing quite moves us like the movies.
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Authors
Payal Kumar
BML Munjal University, India
Ganesh Singh
All India Management Association, India

Synopsis
Since 2013, company boards in India have been legally required to have at least one female director. However, gender diversity in
boardrooms across India remains below the global average, and a number of the women who do serve on boards were appointed
largely because they are related to a founder or owner of a company. Since India is recognised as one of the world’s fastest growing
emerging economies, it is important to study in detail why gender diversity at board level remains so low. Is this a result of workplace
bias, a pipeline issue, or due to other reasons?

Gender Equity in the Boardroom: The Case of India offers just this sorely needed study. Drawing upon interviews with board
members and executives of both public and private companies, as well as with aspiring female leaders who are currently at midmanagement level, and supplementing this with the authors’ own survey of the make-up of 305 Fortune India 500 companies, this
book offers incisive insights into questions about board-level gender representation across industries.
Offering both rigorous research and analysis as well as suggestions for practical policy changes, this book is essential reading for
HRM and leadership scholars, and is also of keen interest to policymakers throughout the world.
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Emerald Studies in Popular Culture and Gender
Editors
Shulamit Ramon
University of Hertfordshire, UK
Michele Lloyd
Independent Scholar, UK
Bridget Penhale
University of East Anglia, UK

Synopsis
As binge-watching and streaming lead to increasing amounts of content and screen time, understanding how domestic violence
and abuse is portrayed in popular culture and its impact on DVA in our society is more important than ever. Amid current
international attention on sexual harassment initiated by the #MeToo movement, this collection demonstrates how networked
communication is influencing activism online and in the real-world.
The term gendered DVA recognises the wider gender inequality underpinning DVA, and intersecting inequalities such as race, social
class, sexuality, age and disability. International contributors from Europe, the USA and Australia examine how DVA is represented in
different media forms comprising film, television, newspapers, digital and social media, and TED lectures. The collection examines
intimate partner abuse, child abuse, grooming and sexual exploitation, elder abuse and neglect, and abuse in LGBT relationships.
Authors also analyse policy changes in relation to DVA, both progressive and regressive, together with topics such as moral panic in
the media and trial by media. An in-depth and wide-ranging resource, this collection will be a valuable text for health and service
professionals, academics and students.
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Public Policy and Governance
Author
Graham Hassall
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

Synopsis
The first comprehensive examination of how systems of government have emerged in the small and diverse developing island states
of the Pacific Islands region, this study outlines the way in which government systems in the region have evolved from their preindependence origins to their current political, constitutional, and public sector arrangements. Drawing on scholarship from the
fields of law, history, anthropology, public policy, and public management, the author examines the ways in which culture, history,
and the environment continue to influence contemporary policy challenges and policy processes in these states.
Recognising the significant challenges that small states face in terms of human and economic development, as well as how they
must navigate between autonomy and self-reliance in some sectors, yet supra-national collaboration in others, the author argues
that the future prosperity of the Pacific Islands region and the countries within it is not yet assured. Their economies struggle to keep
pace with population growth and public aspirations, and service delivery in key sectors is often inadequate. Indeed, the fundamental
challenge facing the Pacific Islands’ leaders and governments is ensuring the adoption of policies and methods of implementation
that, ultimately, pave the way for their continued development within the emerging global order.
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Synopsis
Digital technology in the form of big data and data analytics is transforming the global economy. This book is the first to take an
open innovation perspective to the study and practice of ecosystems, providing a novel way of understanding the impact data has
on the way entrepreneurial firms develop. Governments are emphasising the use of open innovation ecosystems due to increased
levels of digitalization in the global economy. This enables information and knowledge to be disseminated in a way that enables
entrepreneurial projects to develop.
Written primarily for practitioners and academic researchers, A Guide to Planning and Managing Open Innovative Ecosystems
focuses on the unique nature of open innovation by utilising a government and data perspective. This helps to understand the
dynamic manner in which digital technology in the form of big data is changing society. The role of the government in influencing
an open innovation culture in society is discussed through the use of different cultural examples, enabling a holistic perspective
about how government and data are influencing entrepreneurial endeavours.
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University of Turin, Italy
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Synopsis
Health and illness in the Neoliberal Era in Europe discusses the impact of neoliberalism on public health and the social construction
of health and illness in Europe, analysing case studies at a European and national level.
The book focusses on three main topics: health inequity, self-responsibilisation and organisational reforms. Increasing inequity is one
of the main outcomes of neoliberal policy in Europe and here the authors examine the impact of neoliberal policies on health
inequality, providing a European comparative data analysis of healthy life expectancy and mental health issues in Spain. The book
looks at self-responsibilisation, as part of neoliberal citizenship, through topics such as crowdsourcing medicine and citizen science.
Finally, it analyses organizational reform in Europe using three case studies: Italian national health care reforms, mental health policy
in Italy and maternal care in Russia.
The book includes contributions from the Czech Republic, Italy, Russia and Spain and fosters the development of sociological
debate in such countries within a European framework. It presents quantitative data analysis as well as ethnographic research and
outlines a complex scenario affecting the everyday life of European citizens, their health and illness.
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Authors
Beatrice Ávalos
University of Chile, Chile
Leonora Reyes
University of Chile, Chile

Synopsis
Teacher education history in Chile can be traced back to its first institutions in the nineteenth century. From secondary-level origins,
to its current university-based status, this book highlights the intermingling of policy with structural and process definitions of
teacher education throughout Chilean history, up until recent market policies, to offer a comprehensive account of educational
development in Chile.
The authors investigate the complex role played by governments in supporting teacher education, strengthening programme
quality, in constructing policies around support for institutional development and accountability, and in controlling educational
development through standards and external evaluations. Beyond these broad themes, the book focuses on interesting periods and
issues surrounding teacher education development throughout Chilean history. It recalls the early twentieth century emergence of a
strong professional teacher movement, and dedicates a specific chapter to the role of women in teacher education. The authors
also offer insight into the role of inclusive preparation, and the limited options for indigenous people in this respect. This book will be
valuable to researchers and professionals interested in comparative teacher education issues and policy developments.
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Author
Peter Shackleford
UNTWO World Tourism Organization, Spain

Synopsis
Tourism and travel have been with us since time immemorial. However, with the onset of the industrial age and the use of railways,
ships, motorcars, and aeroplanes, travelling possibilities—for both business and pleasure, domestic and international—were
transformed. The annals of the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) provide us with unmatched insights into this
fascinating story, yet these archives have never been exhaustively exploited.
The History of the World Tourism Organization takes us on a unique journey to explain how tourism has burgeoned between the
early twentieth century and now. Drawing on the UNWTO’s regularly published tourism statistics, this book provides comprehensive
discussions of the consequences of an unhindered flow of tourists; the consequent protection of natural assets; the safeguarding of
tourism resources; how frontier formalities affect this sector; how tourism impacts on world trade; and the promotion of tourism to
countries in economic decline. Collectively, these investigations offer an impartial understanding of modern tourism and its effects.
This definitive overview of this major intergovernmental organization is a must-read for students and scholars of tourism and
hospitality, and it is of interest to anyone concerned with the past, present, and future of this ever-evolving and fundamentally
human practice.
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Payal Kumar
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Pawan Budhwar
Aston University, UK

Synopsis
Industrial Revolution 4.0 is upon us, with disruptive technology rapidly changing our personal and professional lives. In this climate it
is not clear how organization reorganization will take place and there is haziness over the strategic HRM required to attract, develop,
and retain talent.
This book shines a light on the rapidly changing work landscape by bringing together international expert contributors, who address
issues such as the long-term effects of artificial intelligence and block chain technologies on the firm and on human resources, and
deliberate on the effects Industrial Revolution 4.0 is likely to have on both emerging economies and developed countries. A number
of fundamental questions are asked: Will HR managers perceive IT as a supporting adjunct or a core operational department? Will
man and machine co-exist, or will artificial intelligence have more ominous implications for humanity, as predicted by Stephen
Hawking? In other words, is HRM 4.0 an opportunity, a transient phase, or an impending threat? Human and Technological
Resource Management is a must read for students and scholars of HRM, as well as anyone interested in the future of technology in
the workplace
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Editors
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Open Society Foundations, USA
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Synopsis
The ebook edition of this title is Open Access and freely available to read online.
The international strategy of criminalising the cultivation, manufacture, distribution and use of certain psychoactive substances has
failed to achieve a ‘drug free world’. Examining the impact of drug criminalisation and enforcement on a previously overlooked
demographic, this edited collection argues that women are negatively and disproportionately affected by this flawed policy
approach.
Addressing the lack of attention on the experience of women, this collection details the challenges women face in accessing
appropriate treatment and services, the stigmatisation and marginalisation resulting from engagement in illegal drug markets, the
violence that women are exposed to, and the punitive sentences imposed on women for drug related offences. Bringing together an
international group of academics, advocates, activists and those with lived experience, the editors offer a rounded and realistic view
from women’s perspectives. In doing so, they facilitate a call for feminist and women’s organisations to embrace drug policy reform,
and for international and national level drug control authorities to better engage women as stakeholders.
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Indigenous Research Ethics:
Claiming Research Sovereignty
Beyond Deficit and the
Colonial Legacy
Advances in Research Ethics and Integrity, Volume
6
Editors
Lily George
Western Institute of Technology Taranaki, New Zealand
Juan Tauri
University of Waikato, New Zealand
Lindsey Te Ata o Tu MacDonald
University of Canterbury, New Zealand

Synopsis
Given the extreme variety of research issues under investigation today and the multi-million-dollar industry surrounding research, it
becomes extremely important that we ensure that research involving Indigenous peoples is ethically as well as methodologically
relevant, according to the needs and desires of Indigenous peoples themselves.
This distinctive volume presents Indigenous research as strong and self-determined with theories, ethics and methodologies arising
from within unique cultural contexts. Yet the volume makes clear that challenges remain, such as working in mainstream institutions
that may not regard the work of Indigenous researchers as legitimate ‘science’. In addition, it explores a twenty-first-century
challenge for Indigenous people researching with their own people, namely the ethical questions that must be addressed when
dealing with Indigenous organisations and tribal corporations that have fought for – and won – power and money.
The volume also analyses Indigenous/non-Indigenous research partnerships, outlining how they developed respectful and reciprocal
relationships of benefit for all, and argues that these kinds of best practice research guidelines are of value to all research
communities.
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Inequality, Redistribution and
Mobility
Research on Economic Inequality, Volume 28
Editors
Juan Gabriel Rodriguez
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
John A. Bishop
East Carolina University, USA

Synopsis
Research on Economic Inequality is a well-established publication of quality research. This 28th volume features insightful and
original papers from the 8th Society for the Study of Economic Inequality (ECINEQ) meeting.
The first paper of this volume illustrates the trajectory of income inequality in wealthy countries over the course of recent decades,
while the second carries out a comprehensive assessment of income redistribution through taxes and transfers across OECD
countries over the last two decades. The next two papers cover the topic of income mobility, one interpreting the Bartholomew
index of mobility in terms of a directional mobility index, and the second providing a framework for the measurement of income
mobility over a range of time periods. A fifth paper studies the potential equalization of rising educational attainment. The next paper
investigates the effect the number of children within different age groups has on poverty. In the seventh, it is shown that a social
planner who seeks to efficiently reduce the aggregate relative deprivation of the population, coincides with the Rawlsian social
planner. Finally, the last paper generalizes the Oaxaca-Blinder approach to measure wage discrimination under imperfect
information.
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Information Experience in
Theory and Design
Studies in Information, Volume 14
Author
Tim Gorichanaz
Drexel University, USA

Synopsis
In this volume, author Tim Gorichanaz seeks to re-frame the discussion of information engagement through the lens of information
experience, an exciting emerging area within information science.
Unlike traditional information behavior research, which is limited to how people need, seek, and search for information, information
experience looks at how people understand, use, and are shaped by information. In this way, information experience connects with
other human-centered areas of information research and design, including information literacy and human–computer interaction.
Split into three parts, Information Experience in Theory and Design presents a multifaceted investigation of information experience,
centered around the themes of understanding, self, and meaning. Part One (understanding) explores the link between information,
understanding and questioning; how moral change arises from information; and how to design for understanding. Part Two (self)
explores the concept of the human self as information; the links between information, identity and society; and how to design for
self-care. Finally, Part Three (meaning) explores the connection between information and meaning; how meaning and craft
contribute to the good life; and how to design for meaning.
Offering a rigorous theoretical foundation for information experience and insights for design, Gorichanaz brings together research
from across the information field as well as philosophy. For researchers or students in any area of the information field, from
librarianship to human–computer interaction, this is an exciting new text investigating a fascinating new field of study.
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International Perspectives on
Gender and Higher Education:
Student Access and Success
Editors
Christine Fontanini
Université de Lorraine, France
K.M. Joshi
Maharaja Krishnakumarsinhiji Bhavnagar University, India
Saeed Paivandi
Université de Lorraine, France

Synopsis
Despite improved access to higher education for women, the distribution of women and men varies considerably between different
fields of study. The chapters in this edited collection explore the participation status of women in higher education across the
varying socio-economic and sociological backgrounds observed in different countries and regions.
Diving into the differing social and state intervention policies, individual motives of participation and additional gender inequalities
including regional and ethnic disparities, this book offers readers a better understanding of the drivers of gendered trends in higher
education, such as the evidently low presence of women in certain scientific and technical disciplines. The analysis focuses on the
social construction of gender differences, as well as the roles played by the economy, culture, religion, legal background, and the
internal dynamics of society. Ultimately, this book provides a comprehensive overview of recent developments concerning the
presence of women in higher education in both developed and developing countries, resulting in a clear picture of the current
situation, and how the future might look.
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International Perspectives on
Policies, Practices &
Pedagogies for Promoting
Social Responsibility in Higher
Education
Innovations in Higher Education Teaching and
Learning, Volume 32
Editors
Enakshi Sengupta
International Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA
Patrick Blessinger
Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA
Craig Mahoney
University of the West of Scotland, UK

Synopsis
Universities are no longer functioning in isolation but are preparing to be agents of social change by actively involving students in
community life beyond the classroom. This book explores social responsibility and education, looking to social ethics theory and the
value proposition of higher education institutions.
Understanding that pedagogies that are based on the inculcation of social responsibility can lead to social and economic benefits
for students and society at large, the authors present case studies of policies and practices used in institutions across the globe to
give readers an insight into how social responsibility is embedded into the curriculum. While no one approach is prescribed as the
benchmark, the chapters help readers to understand the practices that academics are implementing across cultural environments,
in India, Nigeria, Canada, New Zealand and in the US.
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International Perspectives on
the Role of Technology in
Humanizing Higher Education
Innovations in Higher Education Teaching and
Learning, Volume 33
Editors
Enakshi Sengupta
Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA
Patrick Blessinger
Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA
Mandla Makhanya
University of South Africa, South Africa

Synopsis
The debate around how to maximize the use of technology in education is ongoing, and embedded in the argument that
successful inculcation of knowledge cannot happen only by improving the curriculum. But what role does technology play in
humanizing higher education? How can it facilitate the kind of all-round development, beyond the classroom, which allows students
to create a positive impact on social welfare and community wellbeing?
The authors of this volume address the humaneness that surrounds the world of technology in education. By highlighting the use of
emerging technologies in pedagogy and drawing on real-life case studies, they address the ongoing debate that technology brings a
positive effect on education and beyond. More important than ever as mankind faces unprecedented challenges to classroombased education, and the demand for technology grows, the authors demonstrate how technology continues to fulfil the
challenges of creating a more democratic educational environment.
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Leading Local Government:
The Role of Directly Elected
Mayors
Emerald Points
Authors
John Fenwick
Northumbria University, UK
Lorraine Johnston
Northumbria University, UK

Synopsis
Leading Local Government: The Role of Directly Elected Mayors is a timely and critical book that examines the erratic rise and
uncertain future of the directly elected mayor in the context of English local governance.
Written principally for local government practitioners as well as for those with an academic interest in public leadership, the book
asks whether elected mayors offer a new and reinvigorated form of local leadership, whether for individual towns and cities or for
wider groups of combined authorities at the regional level. Built on original primary research conducted with mayors, elected
representatives and a range of public sector managers, the book offers a fresh perspective that recognises mayoral achievements in
some areas – including economic development – but finds that mayors do not enjoy widespread public endorsement and do not
represent devolution of power in any meaningful sense. Above all, the book argues that elected mayors do not represent democratic
renewal in a country which remains highly centralized. Using an historical account of early local government leaders together with
international comparisons from the United States and Europe, the authors present the argument that, twenty years into the mayoral
experiment, the mayoral initiative has so far failed to match the aspirations of central government for a new and effective form of
local leadership.
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Lean Six Sigma in Higher
Education: A Practical Guide
for Continuous Improvement
Professionals in Higher
Education
Editor
Jiju Antony
Heriot Watt University, UK

Synopsis
Although Lean Six Sigma (LSS) and its popularity in the context of larger manufacturing and service organizations has long been
recognized, it is not widely recognized in the context of Higher Education (HE).
This book serves as a practical and systematic roadmap for developing, implementing, sustaining and deploying LSS in any higher
education institution. Including various case examples and studies carried out by leading research scholars and practitioners in the
field, plus a dedicated chapter on the tools and techniques which can be utilised for problem solving in the HE sector – the
contributors illustrate the power of LSS methodology and its relevant tools in the HE context.
By demonstrating a clear need for a LSS, and guiding the reader through practical implementation solutions, this book, edited by a
globally recognised leader in LSS methodology, is a must-have resource for academics and continuous improvement professionals
who are interested in applying LSS as a process improvement methodology within the university sector, as well as trainers and
consultants who would like to develop LSS training material for their university clients.
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Lessons from British and
French New Towns: Paradise
Lost?
Editors
David Fée
Universite Sorbonne Nouvelle, France
Bob Colenutt
Oxford Brookes University, UK
Sabine Coady Schäbitz
Coventry University, UK

Synopsis
Lessons from British and French New Towns: Paradise Lost? explores the evolution of the New Towns in both France and the UK
from several perspectives including public policy, sociology, geography and heritage.
UK and French New Towns have many similarities in terms of the role of the national state in tackling urgent problems of housing
and urban growth and in promoting innovative design and architecture. These innovative planned settlements have left a contested
and complex legacy, but are once again on the political and urbanisation agenda in Europe, where a push for growth of housing
and the desire for sustainability are the new drivers of urban planning and design. After years of the private development market
being seen as the principal instrument of urban growth and planning, it is time to assess the urban legacy and the heritage of the UK
and French New Towns. This book contrasts their evolution on both sides of the Channel and shows what can be learned about
post war state planning and the future planning of new settlements.
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Living History in the Classroom:
Performance and Pedagogy
Editor
Lisa L. Heuvel
Christopher Newport University, USA

Synopsis
Whether it’s creating their own teachable moments in costume or coaching students, many educators want to use historic
characters in the classroom but lack strategies and resources. The types of questions they ask are answered in Living History in the
Classroom: Performance and Pedagogy by outstanding content experts with practical insights into performance, public history, and
education. The conceptual framework is based on an instructional model of performance pedagogy, developed by observing
outstanding historical character portrayals and analyzing them based on intent, content and action.
Written by master teachers and professionals who collaborate nationwide with teachers and students, this work is designed to help
educators use the powerful tools of storytelling and interpretation to make history and social studies “come alive” for K-12 students.
The professionals who have contributed to this book understand the challenges of a classroom environment, either as teachers,
guest artists, or administrators. All have real-world experience with teacher development programs in the disciplines of history and
social studies along with recognized content knowledge..
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Local Government Shared
Services Centers: Management
and Organization
Emerald Points
Author
Paweł Modrzyński
UTP University of Science and Technology, Poland

Synopsis
Shared Service Centers (SSCs) support the management of administratively complex enterprises. Originating in the private sector,
SSCs have increasingly been adopted in the public sector in an effort to reduce administrative costs, improve the quality of public
services, reduce the risk of management error and make better use of human resources.
The first book to thoroughly examine the organization, development and effectiveness of the shared service market in local
governments across Poland, this study explores the process of creating SSCs, the key elements of unit management, the barriers
and threats to both the creation and operation of SSCs, and the strategic technological solutions that local governments have
utilized in shared service provision.
The author argues that the implementation of SSCs represents the initial stage on the way to improving the effectiveness of public
and local government administration, while stressing that further organizational changes and standardization processes are needed
to achieve greater effectiveness, in a conclusion which makes essential reading for both practitioners in local government and
scholars across the fields of public management, administration and economics.
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Managing Customer
Experiences in an
Omnichannel World: Melody of
Online and Offline
Environments in the Customer
Journey
Editor
Taşkın Dirsehan
Marmara University, Turkey

Synopsis
In a typical day, a customer's journey moves from a physical to a digital environment multiple times, to successfully and effectively
manage a customer's experience organizations need to integrate both these environments in an omnichannel way.
This edited book examines customer journeys, omnichannel retailing, digital and mobile marketing, augmented and virtual reality,
gamification, artificial intelligence in marketing, blockchain applications and more to provide theoretical and practical methods of
impact for businesses.
The book provides insights for researchers and practitioners in the areas of marketing, digitalisation, service operations,
management, communication, administrative sciences and more. The chapters intersect methodology, research, theory and
applications all along the customer journey and customer touchpoints through digital and physical environments. Increasing
technological developments and the wider integration of the Internet of Things will make the need for smooth omnichannel
management for customers and consumers ever more important for organizations and a key factor of successful business strategy.
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Managing Talent: A Critical
Appreciation
Talent Management
Editor
Stephen Swailes
University of Huddersfield, UK

Synopsis
Scholarly literature on talent management has largely taken a mainstream approach to understanding how and why organizations
pursue talent initiates, and to understanding how employees react to participation in talent programmes. Managing Talent: A Critical
Appreciation takes a more critical view of organizational approaches to identifying, developing and placing high potential employees
and to understanding why organizations are attracted to talent management.
Despite the expanding interest in the subject, these aspects have not received the attention that they deserve and require a more
comprehensive appreciation of what has become a widely used organizational initiative. This edited work brings together a range of
concerns arising from theory and practice but, while critical, is not intended to be entirely from a critical management studies
perspective.

Managing Talent new perspectives are now highly needed because of the relatively light treatment that talent management has
witnessed so far from more critical management discourse. Chapters examine vital new issues including:
rhetoric, politics and reality of talent management
leadership derailment
social and natural constituents of talent
role of line managers and leadership in implementing talent management
While stressing academic rigour, these chapters are accessibly written to speak to all scholars and practitioners who are looking for
alternative treatments, understandings of, and issues arising from managing talent in practice.
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Native American Bilingual
Education: An Ethnography of
Powerful Forces
Studies in Educational Ethnography
Author
Cheryl Crawley
Independent Scholar

Synopsis
For over thirty years, a political and social battle over bilingual education raged in the U.S. and in and around the Crow Indian
Reservation of Montana. This book, a period piece rich in political, historical, and local western context, is the story of language,
education, inequality and power clashes between the dominant society and the Indian tribe as historical events unfolded.
This is a classic ethnography that documents eight years of the author’s day-to-day experience as a teacher, bilingual education
coordinator, and central office administrator during the socio-political dispute. The author showcases the familial, linguistic, and
ancestral place-based strengths of the Crow families that empowered children to succeed in school against the odds, providing a
secure foundation for their future leadership within the tribe. In doing this, the author builds strong support for bridging Native and
Euro-American philosophies within a bilingual framework.
This book is important reading for teachers, administrators, and policy-makers. It provides hope, ideas, and concrete actions for
those who would engage in change management to improve learning environments and better serve diverse students.
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Negative Interest Rates: The
Black Hole of Financial
Capitalism
Critical Studies on Corporate Responsibility,
Governance and Sustainability, Volume 13
Author
Jacques Ninet
Independent Scholar

Synopsis
Are the unconventional accommodative monetary policies in place since 2008 pulling Western economies into a black hole?
Jacques Ninet asks precisely this question of these policies as he investigates their origins, effectiveness and permanency. Starting
with the neoliberal revolution of the 1980s, Ninet shows how growing wealth disparities and their counterpart, growing
indebtedness, have created financial instability and triggered recurring crises. Central banks have become the only game in town,
but as they have reached the zero-lower bound in the US and even crossed it in Europe and Japan, they are now in great danger,
and they are carrying with them the whole house of cards.
Ideally suited for researchers, professionals and students of finance and economics, this book shows that very little would be needed
to restore economic order, and it demonstrates how such efforts could be carried out in conjunction with efforts towards ecological
transition and the restoration of social justice.
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Our Future in Public Relations
Author
Ken Kerrigan
New York University, USA

Synopsis
With more time to communicate than ever before, we find ourselves in a dystopian world where platforms like Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter are disintermediating traditional media channels, resulting in the loss of jobs in newsrooms, and creating an era where
truth is now in the eye of the beholder. At the same time we are embracing the power of big data and analytics to tell us what
business leaders should say and do. Is that the right approach or are we just taking the easy way out?
Aimed primarily at communications management professionals, Our Future in Public Relations: A Cautionary Tale in Three Parts
explores whether the profession of public relations still matters today. Is PR just a new form of marketing or is it more alive and
important than ever before, especially as a driver of purpose-driven organizations? In an era of fake news and diminishing trust, it’s
time to ask exactly what our future in public relations will be.
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Philosophy, Politics, and
Austrian Economics
Advances in Austrian Economics, Volume 25
Editors
Daniel J. D'Amico
Brown University, USA
Adam G. Martin
Texas Tech University, USA

Synopsis
Philosophy, Politics, and Economics (PPE), as an interdisciplinary endeavour, has surged in popularity in recent years. Work in this
field usually draws on standard microeconomics to grapple with questions from political philosophy. But what might Austrian
economics, which offers an alternative approach to economic theory, have to offer to this endeavour?
Featuring contributions by economists, philosophers, political scientists, and political theorists both friendly to and critical of Austrian
ideas, this collection explores what, if anything, Austrian assumptions about human nature and the function of social institutions
have to offer the broader field of PPE. The authors explore the relationship of F.A. Hayek’s thought to contemporary analysis of
democracy, the importance of entrepreneurship for institutional analysis, the possibility and perils of self-governance, and whether
Austrian ideas can better explain real-world institutional developments.
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Professional Work: Knowledge,
Power and Social Inequalities
Research in the Sociology of Work, Volume 34
Editors
Elizabeth Gorman
University of Virginia, USA
Steven.P Vallas
Northeastern University, USA

Synopsis
The professions have undergone massive changes in recent decades, as globalization, information technology, bureaucratization
and market competition have begun to envelop even the most prestigious occupations in contemporary societies. Ironically, at a
time when expert knowledge has grown increasingly important, the 'golden age' of the professions has receded into the past.
Professional autonomy, authority, and ethics are all under siege, and even their claims to exclusive control of knowledge face
challenges on multiple fronts.
Volume 34 of Research in the Sociology of Work explores how the professions are faring in this changed world, shedding new light
on a field that has long been at the center of social science thinking about the economy, the state, and social order. Chapters in this
volume explore a series of questions that are vital to modern life, such as:
How has increased control by employers and clients altered the experience of work for professionals?
What are the new bases of professional status?
How are underrepresented groups faring within the professions?
How do professionals respond to precarity and unemployment?
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Recognising Students who
Care for Children while
Studying
Author
Samuel Dent
Nottingham Trent University, UK

Synopsis
Featuring a Prologue by Professor Penny Jane Burke, and Epilogue by Dr Ciaran Burke
The often-changing definitions of widening participation groups in UK higher education has the potential to lead to inequitable
experiences for students who do not fit into traditional typologies. This book considers the experiences of students who care for
children while studying (CCS), a group often discussed only broadly in existing research, to shine a light on the unique barriers and
experiences they face.
Problematising ‘who’ is recognised in widening participation and equalities policy, Samuel Dent presents an Institutional
Ethnographic study, involving 16 CCS students at a research-intensive UK University and collected over two academic years, to gain
further insight into their institutional experiences. Unearthing the complex reality that CCS students’ experiences vary in proportion to
a diverse range of individual circumstances, Dent identifies a consistent theme in which these students experience a pattern of
institutionally ‘othering’, ‘individualisation’, and ‘passing’ behaviours. Dent ultimately concludes by tackling the important question of
how these patterns of experiential imbalance might be challenged.
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Retail Futures: The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly of the Digital
Transformation
Editor
Eleonora Pantano
University of Bristol, UK

Synopsis
Retail Futures presents an illuminating collection of new theory, original empirical evidence, and applied case studies synthesizing
the emerging contributions in innovation and technology management for the retailing sector. Eleonora Pantano presents readers
with an accessible and wide ranging collection of chapters aimed at clearly identifying the challenges retailers have to face in
response to innovative new practices, while suggesting how the sector can respond to the technological developments.
The book analyses theories, frameworks and guidelines for successfully managing innovation in retailing, empirical research on
retailers and consumer behavior when facing innovation in retail settings, ethical considerations and privacy issues, and case studies
of retailers and innovation.

Retail Futures is primarily aimed at academic researchers studying retailing (including internet and e- retailing), as well as upper level
students who want to understand this phenomenon. In addition, the book is useful for practitioners who are experiencing the
dramatic effects of new and smart technologies on their retail strategies. This work provides a strong collection of theories, empirical
evidence, and case study applications synthesizing the emerging studies on the innovation and technology management for
retailing in an accessible way.
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Rethinking Class and Social
Difference
Political Power and Social Theory, Volume 37
Editors
Barry Eidlin
McGill University, Canada
Michael A. McCarthy
Marquette University, USA

Synopsis
Rethinking Class and Social Difference brings together contributions from scholars developing new social scientific and theoretical
approaches to a wide range of differing forms of social difference and inequality, especially as they are rooted in and informed by
the political economy of capitalism. These include race, nationalism, sexuality, professional classes, domestic employment, digital
communication and uneven economic development. The volume is brought together by a focus on how seemingly class-neutral
processes of social difference and inequality is deeply related to class inequality. Ultimately, the volume argues for a brave rethinking
of the ways that class and other forms of social difference are bound together.
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Roles and Responsibilities of
Libraries in Increasing
Consumer Health Literacy and
Reducing Health Disparities
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Editors
Beth St. Jean
University of Maryland, USA
Gagan Jindal
University of Maryland, USA
Yuting Liao
University of Maryland, USA
Paul T. Jaeger
University of Maryland, USA

Synopsis
The rampant health injustices that occur daily throughout the world are exacerbated by health information injustice – something
which libraries and librarians play an instrumental role in addressing. This volume brings together librarians, LIS students, educators,
and researchers, to discuss the many ways that information professionals and libraries serve as agents of securing health
information justice.
Kicking off with an introductory chapter which covers the central concepts of health information injustice, the following chapters
focus on the roles of libraries and librarians in improving consumer health literacy and reducing health disparities in their
communities. In the final chapter, the editors draw on the authors’ work to highlight the ways in which libraries and librarians are
moving us closer to health justice, and they also discuss how the COVID-19 pandemic is both illuminating and intensifying health
disparities, reinforcing the need for libraries and librarians to continue their important roles as agents of health information justice to
ensure the physical and intellectual accessibility of information for all.
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Secrets of Working Across Five
Continents: Thriving Through
the Power of Cultural Diversity
Editors
Meltem Etcheberry
Etche&Berry, France
Bettina von Stamm
Innovation Leadership Forum, Katerva, Middlesex University, UK

Synopsis
As technology erodes the impact of time and distance, more and more people live and work across cultures. This can be one of the
most joyful experiences, as collaboration and diversity emerge as key drivers of innovation, yet there are also many challenges.
Acknowledging that it is often the search for best practice, and the ‘one right way’, that creates prejudices, and even causes a
disregard for diversity, this book brings an authentic and inclusive perspective to tackling the challenges of cultural diversity. Based
on interviews with 145 individuals, it weaves together stories told in the voices of those who have experienced them, with the key
concepts, insights, and expertise of each of the authors and editors, each of whom have lived and worked in at least 2 different
countries.
This book seeks sets out to inspire the reader, invite reflection, and nurture a curiosity and appreciation for those from different
backgrounds. Collectively, the authors and editors equip readers with the tools to embrace the richness and beauty brought by
diversity, and ultimately engage with the key skills for thriving in today’s fast-paced, highly interconnected and interdependent world.
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Sport Startups: New Advances
in Entrepreneurship
Author
Vanessa Ratten
La Trobe University, Australia

Synopsis
Sport Startups: New Advances in Entrepreneurship examines the global growth of startup enterprises in the sports sector and
addresses how they contribute to new developments in business innovation and entrepreneurship. Highlighting the unique
challenges faced by startups in this sector, Vanessa Ratten explores approaches to business model development, branding and
marketing, and the utilization of new technologies to build successful enterprises, underpinning her study with a clear theoretical
framework rooted in institutional theory.

Sport Startups is one of the first books to specifically focus on the role of startups in sport. Analyzing the inherent start-up aspect of
the sporting sector, due to the combination of profit and non-profit ties, which means that many sport enterprises are developed as
new start-up business ventures as they link in with the community. The book foregrounds how startups in sport are vital in
developing a better global society that emphasizes the role of health and fitness in communities.
Sport Startups will be illuminating reading for all scholars of innovation, entrepreneurship, sports management and business studies.
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Supply Chain Management and
Logistics in Emerging Markets:
Selected Papers from the 2018
SCALE Latin American
Conference
Editors
Hugo Tsugunobu Yoshida Yoshizaki
University of São Paulo, Brazil
Christopher Mejía Argueta
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
Marina Guimaraes Mattos
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA

Synopsis
In April 2018 more than 150 researchers from 16 different countries convened at MIT for the second SCALE Latin American
Conference on Supply Chain Management and Logistics (SCM&L). This edited book presents 18 papers on SCML in Latin America
which emerged from this conference.
As a region with more than 640 million people, and an economy that grows faster than those of developed regions, Latin America is
the subject of large infrastructure projects and heightened interest from multinational companies. With contributors spanning eleven
different countries, and comprising MIT faculty and researchers, and academics from prestigious Latin American institutions, this
collection covers a variety of relevant topics in SCM&L for the region, and also addresses its lack of cases and applied examples. With
cases from Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, and Paraguay, this book breaks fresh ground by looking at risk analysis, and small firms
supply chain management.
Making a solid contribution to the regional needs for SCM&L literature for education, research, and practice, this book is relevant to
researchers and professionals living and operating in the region, as well as in developing economies beyond.
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Teaching and Learning
Practices for Academic
Freedom
Innovations in Higher Education Teaching and
Learning, Volume 34
Editors
Enakshi Sengupta
Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA
Patrick Blessinger
Higher Education Teaching and Learning Association, USA

Synopsis
Although academic freedom in teaching and learning methods is crucial to a nation’s growth, the concept comes with numerous
misnomers and is subjected to much academic debate and doubt. This volume maps out how truth and intellectual integrity remain
the fundamental principle on which the foundation of a university should be laid.
Seeking to widen the frontiers of academic freedom, the authors serve up a diverse range of case studies and examples of real-life
practice to encourage readers to recognize the importance of the academic freedom of faculty and students, and acknowledge this
freedom as one of the main goals to be achieved by any university. Ultimately, the authors demonstrate that the autonomy to work
freely remains the foremost criterion of success, that it is a pre-requisite to facilitating the advancement of knowledge and quality of
research in any institution of higher education, and is to be encouraged and supported by the leadership teams within those
institutions.
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Tech Development through
HRM: Driving Innovation with
Knowledge-Based Cultures
Emerald Points
Author
Mert Gürlek
University School of Tourism and Hotel Management, Turkey

Synopsis
In today's digital world, and particularly in technology firms operating in emerging markets, innovation is key to establishing a
sustainable competitive advantage. Unfortunately, the received management wisdom from the industrial period is unable to provide
guidance on how to drive that innovation. How can this be remedied in order to ensure that they remain competitive?
Here Mert Gürlek provides a new paradigm for the digital age, one that emphasizes the importance of building a knowledgecentered organizational culture and of implementing knowledge-oriented management practices. Using a novel combination of
knowledge-management and human resource management (HRM) literatures, he outlines the sorts of knowledge-oriented HRM
practices that lead to technological innovation. Testing his model on the technology firms operating in the Turkish Technology
Development Zone, he shows how to knowledge-management and HRM can be integrated in order to drive innovation in any of the
world's rapidly growing technology development zones.

Tech Development Through HRM is essential reading for researchers and students's of HRM and organisational studies, as well as
for executives, managers, and HRM practitioners, themselves.
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Editor
Patrick-André Mather
Universidad de Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico

Synopsis
Educators in Europe and the Americas traditionally have little formal training in applied linguistics, and yet they are increasingly faced
with a growing multilingual student base. This book responds to the need to make the university community more aware of the
unique experience of linguistically diverse students.
Drawing on research and hands-on experience from both linguists and non-linguists who deal with students from different
language backgrounds in their classroom, this book includes contributions which include linguistic research on 2nd and 3rd
language acquisition, as well as case studies of specific challenges in teaching content courses in various disciplines, to offer a
roadmap of how educators might facilitate the learning of their bilingual student cohort.
Combining issues that have been studied separately within the fields of theoretical linguistics, pedagogy and information and
communication technologies (ICT), the author presents a comprehensive overview across the areas of applied linguistics, foreign
language teaching methodologies and technological tools to address multilingualism within the university classroom, and ultimately
equip educators to meet a critical demand.
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Theory and Method in Higher
Education Research
Theory and Method in Higher Education Research,
Volume 6
Editors
Jeroen Huisman
Ghent University, Belgium
Malcolm Tight
Lancaster University, UK

Synopsis
Higher education research is a developing field internationally, which is attracting more and more researchers from a great variety of
disciplinary backgrounds within and beyond higher education institutions. As such, it is an arena within which a wide range of
theories, methods and methodologies are being applied.
This volume of Theory and Method in Higher Education Research contains analyses and discussions of, amongst others, relational
working, corpus linguistics, data dialogues, instrumental variables, participatory pedagogy, diverse participation, policy discourse,
quality management and knowledge structures of research.
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conversation across disciplines
Authors
Paolo Boccagni
Università degli Studi di Trento, Italy
Luis Eduardo Pérez Murcia
Università degli Studi di Trento, Italy
Milena Belloni
Università degli Studi di Trento, Italy

Synopsis
Home has been used in social sciences as a description, a metaphor and, more recently, as an emergent concept. The goal of this
book is to illustrate its analytical power as a lens on the ways in which migrant and displaced people see their life circumstances and
attempt to attach a sense of security, familiarity and control over them. Whether as a place or an aspiration towards it, home is a
critical entry point into their life histories, experiences and prospects.
Migrants’ rights and opportunities to make themselves at home are not just a private concern – rather, they are a major social and
political question. This book addresses it through an original theoretical approach and an edited set of interviews with scholars from
different national and disciplinary backgrounds. This reflexive conversation unveils the conceptual, methodological and empirical
dimensions of researching home on the move and from the margins.
Overall, Thinking Home on the Move is a powerful and in-depth look into what we as humans perceive as ‘home’ and what this truly
means.
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Europe
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Liviu Warter
Center for Socio-Economic Studies and Multiculturalism, Romania

Synopsis
Understanding National Culture and Ethics in Organizations: A Study of Eastern and Central Europe explores the nexus between
ethics and national culture, with a special focus on Eastern European countries. Understanding the nuances of these cultural
differences as well as different perceptions of business ethics allows a finer understanding of the differences in business styles
between Western and Eastern European countries.
Intended primarily for managers, ethics and intercultural management scholars and business owners, this book reveals some
leading questions in business research, linking ethics and national culture, with a particular emphasis on Eastern European
countries. The main questions that should be answered are: 'Which are the cultural particularities in Eastern European countries?' &
'What is the relationship between ethics and national culture in Eastern European countries?' and 'How to be successful in business
in Eastern European countries?'
The volume’s approach to culture and ethics leads to unique and new perspectives on the Eastern part of Europe. By improving our
understanding of the relationship between business ethics and national culture, the book contributes to the integration of theories,
concepts and results from different research traditions and in this way helps to better our understanding of management.
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Urban Mobility and Social
Equity in Latin America:
Evidence, Concepts, Methods
Transport and Sustainability, Volume 12
Editors
Daniel Oviedo
UCL, UK
Natalia Villamizar Duarte
Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Columbia
Ana Ardila Pinto
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil

Synopsis
This volume compiles contributions from international scholars on the social impacts of urban mobility and discussions on concepts
and methods to examine the distributional effects of transport policies in Latin America.
Chapters discuss concepts and methods for explaining the distributional effects of transport policies and for exploring alternatives to
ensure equity and non-discrimination in access for more inclusive cities. Recognizing the deep relationship between accessibility,
equity and inclusion, the contributions in this book are collated in three sections: structural dimensions of accessibility, active travel
and local accessibility, and accessibility of emerging mobilities. The book builds on a balanced collection of case studies and
comparative perspectives that showcase territorial, economic, political and social drivers of urban mobility and the development of
accessible and inclusive urban spaces in Latin American cities.
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